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"iaZo fie American people have never read a newspaper. Half never voted for President. One hopes it is the same half."
Gore Vidal
Democrafi
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff
After a tumultuous day at Ohio
polling locations, the Democratic
Party has declared victory. Both the
highly-contest- ed Ohio gubernatorial
and U.S. House race ended in decisive
success for the Democrats.
Democrat Ted Strickland had a win
in the governor's race with 60 percent
of the votes over Republican candidate
Ken Blackwell, with 36 percent.
Strickland was quick to focus on the
challenge lying ahead. "It's time for us
to put aside our personal disagree-
ments and work together in common
purpose to create new jobs, improve
our schools and increase access to
quality health care," Strickland said in
his victory speech.
Strickland, along with Lieutenant
Governor Lee Fisher, promises to
implement his Turnaround Ohio plan,
what he calls a bipartisan, common-sens- e
map for Ohio's economy.
After a bitter partisan battle lasting
well into election day, challenger Ken
Blackwell conceded on Tuesday
evening, stating "Ted, you ... have
won a tremendous opportunity to lead
the people of this state to better days,
Wooster presidential
JonahIamU AMAtAAlf flownd tht e pooln nl rfo rnnAiAaoaca did tes intoComstock
News Editor
The College of Wooster Board of
Trustees Presidential Search
Committee has finally narrowed
!
k--
m
The Honorable Solomon Oliver
incumbent Republican Mike
DeWine (Yellow Springs), winning 55
percent of Ohio's votes.
Other notable Democratic victories
included Attorney General Marc
Dann .with 52 percent of the vote over
"Republican Betty Montgomery,
Secretary of State Jennifer L.
Brunner, who defeated Republican
Greg Hartmann with 54 percent of
the. vote and Treasurer Richard
Cordray, with 57 percent, overcoming
Sandra O'Brien.
However, Ohio was not completely
' Democratic on Tuesday. The U.S.
House race in district 16 (Ashland,
Medina, Stark and Wayne counties)
See "Elections," page 2
replace current President R. Stanton
Hales, to three, committee chair
Solomon Oliver, Jr. said in a public
forum on Monday.
The well-attend- ed forum, which
Jr., chairman of the presiden
the event. The main emphasis of the
event was placed on peaceful ways to
solve political disagreements, and the
"This is an event that
we really wanted to talk
about, especially in light
of the events on
Tuesday."
LAUREN MOGAVERO
CLASS OF 2008
Ryan Hand writes that Joe
Lieberman brings an inde-
pendent face to Congress.
See page 3.
Viewpoints Editor Alex
Cacioppo writes that the big
Democratic win may not
bring sweeping changes.
See page 3.
tial search committee, stressed the importance of viewing the
presidential search as a two-wa- y process in which the
College and the candidates evaluate each other (Photo by
Karin Johnson).
Student-le- d forum on
Andrew Vogel
News Editor
With so much political mudsling-in- g
and polarization these days,
sometimes it's hard to have a politi-
cal discussion that doesn't end in
hard feelingsABecause of so much
political intolerance on both the left
and right, the political science
department held a forum that
stressed something a little different:
political tolerance.
The event was held on Monday,
Nov. 6 in Ldwry and was fairly well
attended, with almost 30 students at
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s swo Ohio in
a stronger economy and a higher qual-
ity of life. Congratulations and best
wishes for a successful tenure as gov-
ernor."
Strickland's victory is just one of
many for the Democratic Party in
Ohio and the greater United States.
Chris Redfern, the chairman of the
Democratic Party, said, "This is the
year of the Ohio Democratic Party.
This is the year we paint Ohio blue."
.
In the spirit of "painting Ohio blue,"
Democrat Sherrod Brown (Mansfield)
trounced
u
r 1 1 ' "
News media members worked
the country. This midterm election was marked by significant
in the House and Senate, as well as local Democratic gains
Jenkins, Washington Postflikr.com).
search down to three
umo UmAAheld n o.o KM in O
" i; . . i t iwas at 3:30 p.m. Severance
Hall, was open to the entire College
community for the purpose of
informing faculty, staff and students
of the latest step in the selection
process and of how they can help be
a part of the final selection process.
Oliver, a U.S. District Court judge
in Cleveland who was a student, a
faculty member and an alumni asso-
ciation member before being appoint-
ed to the Board of Trustees, has been
in charge of the search committee
since it began work last March.
"At every stage," said Oliver, "We
had to be on our toes to make sure
riot only that we were getting a good
process, but also that we were get-
ting the right sort of people."
The committee began by asking
members of the College community
what was important to them in a
president, and what challenges they
believed would be important in com-
ing years. Using this information,
they developed a profile of the posi-
tion and of the institution.
"The College of Wooster seeks a
higher education leader of integrity
and vision who will foster continued
development of the institution, while
maintaining its tradition of excel-
lence," reads an excerpt from the
profile. "The successful candidate
will possess a Ph.D. or other earned
terminal degree, significant academic
political tolerance well received
forum endorsed a more moderate
way of looking at political issues.
Some of the issues ranged from
gun control to education, legalization
of marijuana to civil liberties and
social security to government regu-
lation of steroids in professional
4
sports. '
One of the aspects that was dis-
cussed was that politicians often
spend too much time on lesser issues
like steroids in professional sports,
and not enough time on issues like
Social Security.
Another issue discussed was the
growing amount of political polar
A program house on campus
participates in the
OhioReads program. See
page 4.
midterms
7
.-
-
feverishly Tuesday as the election results came in from around
achievement and senior-lev- el admin
istrative experience, strong skills in
communications and community-.buildin- g,
a demonstrated aptitude for
fundraising, and the ability to engage
others in effective planning and
implementation of priorities for The
College of Wooster.' s future."
From here, the committee hired a
"It's a two-wa- y process.
We want to see if
they're the type of per-
son we want, but they're
also looking to--' see if
we're the type ojf: insti-
tution they want "
Solomon Oliver '69
Chairman of the Presidential
Search (Committee
professional consultant, Patricia van
der Vurm, who worked With mem-
bers of the committee over the sum-
mer to develop ajool of 15 candi-
dates for the committee to consider.
Starting in the fall, the committee
narrowed the pool to eight candi-
dates and finally to the three they
now have selected.
ization in the nation.
People often establish themselves
as a Democrat or a Republican, and
are insistent in not deviating from
that position. Sometimes, citizens
choose a candidate purely based on
jarty affiliation. , '
"Political polarization is really
enhanced when students go around
with Strickland or Blackwell stickers
on the backs of their bags," said Karl
Duane'08.
The forum was facilitated and led
by five students, including Duane,
Josh Espich '08, Lauren Mogavero
'08, Joe Besl '09 and Becca Niemeyer
Convergence 2006 came to
campus on Nov. 7. It was
Wooster's second regional
art exhibit. See page 5.
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gains for the Democratic Party
in Ohio (Photo courtesy Keith
candidates
.. .... 1 .Up to this point, the names of the
candidates have been confidential in
order to protect the interests of the
candidates, who have not necessarily
informed their current employers of
the situation.
Oliver was adamant in asserting
that because of the nature of The
College of Wooster, this last phase
would need to be open to the entire
community and that the names, biog-
raphies and resumes of the last three
candidates would be gradually made
available to the college community
shortly before each candidate visits.
The candidates themselves will
also be made available at a series of
visits to be held in the next few
weeks. Each candidate will stay on
campus for three days, with his or her
public forum on the second day fol-
lowed by a reception. Attendees to
the forums will be given the opportu- -
nity to give feedback about the candi-
dates, which the committee will use
to help make a decision. The forums
will; be held Monday Nov. is,
Thursday Nov. 16 and Tuesday Nov.
29 at 4:15 p.m. All members of the
campus community are encouraged
to attend.
These visits are for two distinct
reasons according to members of the
committee.
See "Search," page 2
'09. While the five students were ful-
filling a requirement for their politi-
cal science class, they also felt that
this was an issue that has long need-
ed to be addressed.
"This is an event that we really
wanted to talk about, especially in
light of the events on Tuesday,"
said Mogavero.
. ,
One of the main goals that came
out of the forum was that of holding
more events such as this. The five
leaders agreed that the event was a
success, and would like to see anoth-
er event like it happen on campus in
the near future.
After an undefeated regular
season, the field hockey :
team falls to Kenyon 2--1 in
the NCAC tournament final.
See full story on page 8.
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NATION
Robert Gates to
replace Rumsfeld
U.S. Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld announced his resignation
today. Both President Bush and
Secretary Rumsfeld maintain that the
resignation will allow for a "fresh per-
spective" in the Bush Administration
and deny allegations that the resigna-
tion was forced orhostile.
Discussion of Rumsfeld's resigna-
tion first came after Bush's re-elect- ion
but he decided to remain on the cabi-
net at Bush's request.
Robert Gates, former CIA Director
under the first President Bush, was
nominated to replace Rumsfeld. As of
Wednesday, all that is needed for
Gates to assume the position of '
Defense Secretary is a confirmation by
the Senate.
.
First Muslim in
Congress elected
Minnesota voters elected Democrat
Keith Ellison as the first Muslim in':
Congress on Tuesday after a race in
which he advocated quick U.S. with- - ;
drawal from Iraq and made little men- - j
tion of his faith. -
Ellison, a 43-year-- old lawyer and
state representative, defeated two
rivals to succeed a retiring Democrat
in a seat that has been held by
Democrats since 19(3. Ellison, who j
converted to Islam as a 1.9-year- -old
college student in his native Detroit,
won with the help of Muslims and a
coalition of liberal, anti-w- ar voters.
Hill claims reaction
was "just clowning"
On Tuesday, recording star Faith
Hill insisted she was just clowning
around backstage at the Country
.
Music Association Awards when i
Carrie Underwood was named Female
- Vocalist of the Year. Cameras caught
Hill reacting with angry disbelief as
rival Underwood won the award.
Hill is seen throwing her arms up in
mistaken triumph as Underwood's
name is read, then shouting, "What!?"
directly into the camera as her smile
turns to a look of shock. Hill replied
to comments on her anger by saying,
"The idea that I would act disrespect-
ful toward a fellow musician is
unimaginable to me."
WORLD
Scientists find cure
for blindness in mice
United Kingdom scientists cured
blind mice by transplanting immature
retinal cells into their eyes. Scientists
are hoping this process can be trans-
lated into a treatment for human eye
disease, which affects millions.
Panama elected to
U.N. council
Panama has been elected as a non-perman- ent
member of the United
Nations Security Council. Diplomats
say Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez damaged his country's run for
the seat when he compared U.S.
President Bush to the devil.
.
Chadian state says
Darfur genocide is
spreading to Chad
The Government of Chad lias
accused Sudan of "exporting the
genocide" in Darfur across the border
into Chad after numerous clashes
between Arabs and non-Arab- s.
" One cause of the spread of the
genocide is the similar ethnic make-u- p
of the region. The Chad government
has called for U.N. Peacekeepers to be
deployed into the region.
lirirfs compiledfrom wire reports by
k , Laura Mel high and Am Cohen
In last week's Arts section, a photo lor
"Bndgewood: a COW production" was
attributed to Harm Johnson. The photo
was actually courtesy of Joe Heiifu-ld'- s
Web log An editor erred.
While we strive lor exvllcme every
week, we too can tall short. Please send
Strickland
In what the media is calling 'one of the nastiest midterm elections in
Election
continued from p. 1
gave incumbent Ralph Regula (R-Nava- rre)
the reelection bid with ,r8
percent of the votes, compared to
Democratic challenger Thomas Shaw
(Medina)'s 41 percent.
Also appearing on this year's ballot
were four controversial proposals, half
of which passed. The first. Issue '2,
was a constitutional amendment
designed to raise Ohio's minimum
wage to $C.H.r) as of Jan. 1, U007, and
to continue, raising it.
According to the ballot, the rate
would increase "by the rate of infla-
tion for the twelve month period prior
to that September according' to the
consumer price index or its successor
index for all urban wage earners and
clerical workers for all items as calcu-
lated by the federal government
rounded to the nearest five cents."
This proposal passed, 56 percent to 43
percent.
Issue 3, a constitutional amendment
dubbed "Learn and Earn," allowed for
the establishment of slot machines
(which Ohio does not currently have)
in seven race tracks and two non-tra- ck
locations.
Thirty percent of the revenues from
such machines would be earmarked for
college scholarships to combat rising
tuition prices in Ohio. Issue 3 failed
with flfi percent of the vote against it.
Issues 4 and 5 contradicted each,
other. Issue 4, a constitutional amend
International
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International Education Week begins this Saturday. The Office
of International Student Affairs will bring a variety of events to
campus. Above, Dapeng Hu '06 hold a map of hi? native coun-
try, China in a previous OISA event (Photo courtesy of OISA).
Katie Minnetti
Voice Staff
Tomorrow marks the start of this
year's International Education Week,
which will be presented by the inter-
national student community in coo-erati- on
with the Office of
International Student Affairs.
According to a statement on their
Web site, OISA defines their mission
as: "The OISA provides a wide range
Renowned comedians to perform
Well-know- n and well-like- d comedians Buzz Sutherland and Vic Henley will take the stage Monday night.
Buzz Sutherland, left, and Vic Henley, right, will combine their
acts together at McGaw Chapel this Monday night at 8 p.m.
(Photos courtesy OPI).
Andrew Vogel
News Editor
The social scene at The College of
Wooster is about to get a lot funnier
on Nov. 13.
Comedians Vic Henley and Buzz
Sutherland will double the laughter
when they join together on campus.
Next Monday, Henley and Sutherland
will enter the spotlight of McGaw
Chapel.
I lenity has earned notoriety for his
i.:iti(in:il ;dilitv n'tii I " it nnd
in as governor, DeWine removed
ment dubbed "Smoke Ix-ss,- " invalidat-
ed smoking in public areas except in
areas where smoking is already preva-
lent 'and prohibited any future smok-
ing regulations in local areas.
On the other hand. Issue .r, a law
nicknamed "Smoke Free," would pro-
hibit smoking in places of employ-
ment and most public places. Issue 4
failed decidedly, with (4 percent of
Ohioans voting "no." Issue 5 passed
with a vote of .5N. percent.
The media is calling this year's,
midterm election one of the nastiest
in history. The surprising, yet signifi-
cant, Democratic majority in Ohio has
many Wooster students celebrating.
The
GOVERNOR
.
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60 36
After what looked in the early
going like it would be a highly con-
tested race for governor's mansion,
the Democrat Ted Strickland, a
native of Lucasville, won witlrrela-tiv- e
ease over his Republican adver-
sary Ken Blackwel, from Cincinnati.
Education festivities to begin
1 gramsirra s throughout the year."r.
V-i-- tf ' , i
.ill
of services and programs. We assist
international students with regulatory
issues that affect their stay, and advise
them regarding cultural adjustment
and academic, financial and personal
concerns.
"We match students with local fam-
ilies through "Friends of
International Students," support the
Ambassadors Program, publish a
monthly newsletter COSMOS and
sponsor educational and social pro
- n
high energy. He has earned a reputa-
tion as one of the country's fastest ris-
ing comedians.
Henley is originally from Oxford,
Ala. Henley graduated from Auburn
University and prepared for a career
as a stockbroker. However, his plans
changed after he won a comedy ton-te- st
at a nightclub.
After his win. his career plan
changed from business to entertain-
ment, lie has appealed on A&H's
"Evening at the Improv," "Star
"
"' ' .
'
'
' t i t .;
history," some students are relieved,
Maureen Sill '10. was excited about
the results.
"I, feel that when the American pub-
lic becomes dissatisfied with the cur-
rent leadership, the opposite party is
put into power," said Sill. "They do
O.K. for a year or two, but they make
mistakes- - because they're human
beings and nobody is perfect. Then
the American people get frustrated
and vote for the other party, otherwise
known as punctuated equilibrium.".
"It's nice that there's a change in
power, but we'll still have trouble. It's
not-lik- e it's not going to go back to
Ttlie way the United States was. At
least we can get stuff done for a cou
Winners and Losers
U.S. SENATE
56 44
The incumbent Republican Mike
Dewine, holding office since 199.1,
had recently been criticized by con-
servatives for flip-floppi- ng, lost his
re-elec- tion bid to Democrat Sherrod
Brown, who had been a member of
the House since lyas.
It is with this mission in mind that
the International Education Week is
presented as one of several eflbrts in
the community 'in an attempt to show-
case typical foods, clothing and cultur-
al practices from' the wide variety of
cultures represented within the '
College community.
The week's festivities will begin
with the annual Student Culture and
Talent Show, which in the past has
included a wide variety of cultural
demonstrations including skits, dances
and song performances. This year the
event will be hosted by MC's Raslnni
Ekka '(8 of India and Ian Hunter '10
of Northern Ireland. '
A number of other events will fol- -
low throughout the wcA. Taste Test
Tuesday at Lowry Center will feature
international cuisine delights. Other
highlights planned for this week
include an international trivia night to
be held Nov. H at H p.m. at Common
Grounds, an off campus study fair and
the annual College country fair.
Perhaps the most anticipated event
of the week is the performance by
Jabali Afrika, a band known for its
iniue fusion of traditionally African
rhythm and modern beats. The per-
formance is free of charge to The
College of Wooster students and will
be held Saturday, Nov. is at 7 p.m. in
Mc(iaw Chapel.
"Night Flight." He has also been the
opening act for such big-- name enter- -'
tainmeiit acts such as the Doohie
Hrothers, Ray Charles, Ben E. King
and Rrooks and Dunn.
In addition to stand up work,
Henley has also written a national
best-sell- er with MY Foxworthy.
1 lenley has also written his own book,
"Things You. Don't Expect
Southerners to Sav."
.
Henley has also worked at length in
the corporate market, where he
recently co-host- ed a show with former
president George H.W.Rush.
Sutherland has already tome into
his own as a comedian. He has been
named Comedian of the Year by the
National Association of Campus
Activities fr five years straight.
In addition, he has been named
Performer of the Year by the
Association for the Promotion of
Campus Activities. Recently, he was
named Comedian of the Year fif 'Joofi
by Campus Activities Magazine.
Sutherland has opened tor numer-
ous notable entertainment groups, as
well as appearing on' "Comic Relief"
and "Half Hour Comedy Tour."
,
Next Monday's show begins at h
p in. in Mt (Jaw Chapel. General
admission tickets are being sold to the
while others show disappointment.'
ple years before they start passing
more PATRIOT Acts."
Of course, not all voters were satis-
fied with the largely Democratic out-
comes of the election.
"I'm unhappy with how the election
turned out. However, Brown and
Strickland are now politicians who
represent ipe and I will spend the time
between now and the next election
doing all I can to get a Republican
bat k in office," said Ian Bova '(!).
Due to technical difficulties with
voting systems, as well as provisional
ballots, all decisions and percentages
are unofficial, with 98 percent of
precincts reporting as of press time. .
U.S. HOUSE
50 41
The incumbent Republican Ralph
Regula, a native Navarre, a member
of the House since 1973, won his
I6th straight re-elect- ion bid. This
time, he defeated Democratic chal-
lenger Tom Shaw, a Methodist min-
ister from Medina.
MrWhnrtpr
cancels visit
Sara Brown
Voice Staff
On Nov. 1 and 2, John McWhorter,
a senior fellow at the Manhattan
Institute, was scheduled to speak at
The College of Wooster as a Black
Scholar in Residence. Unfortunately,
he never came.
There was some speculation among
the college community about the
nature of McWhorter's cancellation.
According to Dean of Students
Susan Lee, McWhorter could not be
reached for his own opinions regard-
ing the cancellation. She did, however,
say that McWhorter only gave an
excuse as to why he would not be able
to show up for the forum.
What this excuse was, however, was
not disclosed. Ixe did say that, on the
other hand, people cancel to speak all
the time, despite whether their excuse
is good or not.
.
Furthermore, Lee was clear in stat-
ing that Office of Multi-Ethn- ic
Student Affairs and the College both
held up their ends of the arrangement
for him to come and speak. They were
both very professional in the whole
ordeal vv ith McWhorter, she said.
Also, they are currently working to
find someone new to come and speak
at the College. The Black Scholar in
Resilience lecture will be re-schedu- led
for some time next semester. However,
the date and the speaker are yet to be
determined.
Down to three
Search
continued from p. 1
"It's a two-wa- y process," said
Oliver. "We want to see if they're the
type of person we want, but they're
also looking to see if we're the type
of institution they want."
Oliver added that the candidates
would be "looking at our attitude
toward the College" and that the
campus community should make sure
to show them how involved and
excited they are about the college
community.
After the final v isit, the committee
will meet once more, tentatively
scheduled for Dec. (, to decide which
of the three candidates to recom-
mend to the board of trustees.
The board will then vote on a can-
didate based on the recommendation.
If all goes well, The College of
Wooster will have its new president
selected by mid-Decemb- er.
"This has been a good process,"
said Oliver, "We are very pleased
with the quality of candidates we've
been able to find and we're very
happy- - with who we're bringiug to
campus."
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Extend the library hours Lieberman victory ushers new era
It's gutting toward that time in the
semester when students are realizing
exactly how much work they have to
complete before the semester ends.
Weekends, especially for those working
on Junior or Senior Independent Study,
are becoming less alxmt fun and more
about actually writing something aca-
demically productive.
A quiet, trustworthy place to study is
becoming more and more essential to
productivity.
The College of Wooster libraries
are wonderful resources for study
materials and spaces. Unfortunately,
the haven is displaced once the week-
end hits, as the libraries close at the
unreasonable hour of 10 p.m.
If someone in your dorm or house is
having a party it is hard to find a quiet"
space, even if you have a single. Also,
Community lounges also are often out
of order. So where is one devoted studi-e- r
to turn!'
Certainly not to Lowry: it's hard to
rrmrenf r:it :minnir rlrnnk ctiitlentv in
'and out fif Mom's buying snacks. It's
also hard to spread your 20 books and
journal articles out on one of the mini-tabl- es
in the Wired Scot.
The library is one's only hope, and
it closes before the partying even
gets started. j
The Voice wondered if Wooster stu--
dents were the only ones dealing with j
this issue. We looked to our fellow
Great Lakes College Association
(GLCA) schools, and though the picture
is rather dismal on all sides, we did i
notice the occasional enviable difference '
in library hours. Many of the GLCA :
colleges' libraries do close at 1 or 2 a.m.
on weekdays.
But many of them also have later j
' weekend hours than Wooster. Kenyon '
and Wabash keep their libraries open
until midnight on weekends. Oberlin
has earlier closing hours, comparable to
Wooster's at 10 p.m., but they have
"Scholar Studies Study Lounges" that
slay open Monday through Thursday
and on Sunday until 2 a.m., and until
midnight on Friday and Saturday.
We know that a 24-ho- ur library isn't
possible, but the Voice urge library
administrative members to consider
extending the library hours, specifically
on the weekends.
This means more than opening at 10
a.m. on Saturday instead of noon, which
would be more helpful on Sunday, any-
way. Many Wooster students' sanities,
and in some cases IndcX'ndent Studies,
are at stake.
Get to know workers
I'm going to forgo my usual cries of
doom and cranky commentary to talk
about an aspect of Wooster that many
of us may not appreciate. I'm talking, of
course, about the wonderfifl men and
women behind the counters at the serv
nickweiss
ice stations in
Wooster.
The people who
make our lives as
students so much
easier every day by
doing so much
more than their
jobs say they should. For the women
behind the desks in the bookstore, to
the mailroom, to Lowry, Kitt, .lava Hut
and Mom's, this is my thank you.
For me to adequately start, I need to
go back to my first on-cam- pus "Moms,"
Kathy and Alicia. As a scared little first-ye- ar
I found my way somehow one
night into "Mom's Truck Stop."
Terrified of somehow going through
the whole ordering food process wrong,
which I was xsitive could le done, I
stood nervously in front of the counter
blocking a growing line making lame
one-line- rs while I waited for some kind
soul to take pity on me and put me out
of my misery. I would not have guessed
that the pity would come from the smil-
ing souls in front of me, though not in
the form of untimely death, laughing
good-natured- ly for my benefit. They
did, and continue to do (I try to see
. them whenever I can) something that
everyone behind the counters does with
.style and ease; make me feel welcome.
Kathy and Alicia are my best exam-
ples, my unothi ial mothers on campus,
of everyone who gets up and works 12-lio- ur
days (or longer) and keeps smil-
ing, keeps making me feel great even
when I bombed my quiz or found my
clothes all the same color after remov-
ing them fmm the wash (red, if you're
interested). I've found it phenomenally
interesting talking to these guys, their
going-on- s, their hobbies.
We have quite an accomplished
watercolor artist over at the Wilson
Bookstore, several singers at Lowry
and a wonderful woman at Kitt who is
the source of all knowledge. You just
need to let her pinch your cheek first. I
won't mention any names, but I hope
that you either already know these X'v
ple or will try to find them out after
reading this. To those of you who
already work, within the school, Ix-- it
Mom's or whatever else, kudos. You
probably already have a good idea w hat
I'm talking alxuit. You know that a lot
of them aren't where they thought they
would be, and have the scars to back up
their stories.
Some of them have been through the
crapshoot; have had to live with
Wooster businesses closing down
(HublxTinaid) or their own personal
hardships or whatever other reasons
that brought them to the College. But
they shake it off, they put on a smile,
and they help us get through our day
and our dumb little problems every
chance they can.
The serv ice people here at Wooster
have this phenomenal attribute thai I
hox- - they get to spread; they like you
people. So, here's my challenge to you:
Like them back. Talk to them, get to
know them, just plain interact. And
don't limit yourself to the lunchroom,
talk to your janitors and maintenance
x-opl-
e. These men and women work
hard so that yoil don't have to, and they
don't really get a lot of recognition for
it. So thank them.
Wherever you are right now walk up
and thank someone. And to Kathy and
Alicia, thanks for being my "moms."
Nick is a regular contributor to the Voice.
He can be reached for comment at
nuieiss()!)(iiuwster.edu.
"
The Voice welcomes letters to the editor
Letters canncTt exceed S'.io words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by .r p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi-
tion, the Voice, reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m- ail to voiceviewrx)intsv(Mster.edu
IxUers can also be sent by hard mail to C-.- S 187, The H hosier Voice, College
of Wooster. Wooster. 01 1 4 K!) 1 .
1 ins recent? mid-ter- m election
demonstrated that change is definitely
coming to the national political scene.
.However, that change is not necessar-
ily the one many Democrats have
hoped would emerge from this elec
2--
.
fc
ryanhand
tion. Kven though
the Republicans
did lose the 1 louse
of. Representatives,
it does not mean
that they lost
everything.
The Senate
might remain in the hands of the
Republican Party. Still, out of all the
powerful decisions
made in this elec-
tion, the reelec-
tion of Senator
to his support lor the Iraq War. This
was the weakness Lainont exploited to
win the Democratic primary.
Lieberman decided to run for
reelection as an independent because
he believed in the power of the inde-
pendent voter. The core element of
that assumption was the independent
voter would value productivity over
ideology.
Since incumbency brings with it the
power to create real change, and the
fact that moderation leaves more poli-
cy options available, Lieberman was
well suited for the independent vote.
This strategy created powerful lever- -
margin, .demonstrating that even
though he was not overwhelmingly
popular with in his party he still rep-
resented his state better than his dial- -,
lengers.
F.ven though he is. only one of. 100
Senators, this case represents an
important precedent that will most
likely carry on to the next presidential
election. Senator McCain of Arizona
is projected as one of the front run-
ners for the Republican nomination in
2()()N. He shares many similarities
politically with Lielierinan in that they
both are considered to be moderates.
It is clear bv the Republican
.
j 7 ' " ! National Committee's(
1 his decision by the-voter- s of Connecticut mem policy of iis--
to vote for Lieberman as an Independent ... ,i,,um l"s in
1 contested districts
Lieberman in marks an important trend for the American from the President
Connecticut
'
pro- -
' ,i ,i . that the ncoconserva- -
vides one of the VOUIlg pilDllC.
most ' powerful " '
indicators as to what the political land-
scape will look like in the United States
for the next Presidcntijil election.
This decision by the voters of
Connecticut to vote for Lieberman as
an Independent, even though the
Democratic Party decided to support
Ned Laniont in the democratic pri-
maries, marks an important trend for
the American voting public. ,
Lieberman was heavily criticized
coming into this election for being too
moderate and, particularly, in regard
parlor game, so the only mention of this
week's will go in the way of instrumen-
tal, passing remarks that without
resorting to cynicism illustrate the
larger state in .which I think we've
become entrapped. Tuesday gave
Americans a reason to pause and hoc,
as it docs represent
off much of the f ipular wi
B tive era is coming to
age for Lielierinan to utilize in the
general election. The real power in
this example is that it demonstrates
fragmentation of the Democratic
Party. In the primary election, when
only registered Democrats were eligi-
ble to vote, the more radical faction of
the party won.
The catch was that the primary
election only represented a small por-
tion of the voters who would decide
the general election. The larger body
elected Lieberman with a comfortable
In a letter printed in The New York
Times on Nov. 2, concerned citizen
Andrea Cukor declared that Americans
have "got to stop the political tribalism
that has taken over the democratic
process of our Republic!" It is indeed
something to exclaim, but unlike her I
wouldn't understate it. That tribal men-
tality, which apicals only to emotion
and siin rlicially-ini)orta- nt inattcrs, is
tearing apart our nation. A politic al sc i-
ence prolcssor darkly explained in my
fu st year that we are headed in a "fas-
cist" direction, with the tocus less on
governing the country and more on
electioneering, toying with the citizenry
on the bases of "fear, anger and divi-
sion," to borrow the characterization of
the supHsed NcwspaHT of Record last
week. I hoH' the professor's predic tion
" an end 1'his policy
direction has left the Republican
Party fragmented for this election and
likely for the 2((H elections.
The Democrats have demonstrated
that the Lieberman case will likely
share (lie same fate. Thus the 2008
Presidential election will most likely
be marked by competition for the mid-
dle and not by ideology.
Tim is Hyatt 'sfirst editorialfor the Voice.
le can be reachedfir comment at
iiiand(tnoo.ler.ei.
Democratic win will not affect change
.....
I (l nate 10 M)iillIicate, so instead an
old chestnut from a simpler, bloodier
time is in order: "A house divided
against itself cannot stand." Abraham
Lincoln described, as it was then, the
United States. Cavil war no longer
i-
-"
1 greets us here, butf the climate feels
I 1 K M,l,u'u'1'l similar, if
If something in the
"Id history bxks
It-ca-
rs truth.
It seems that elec
tions are a form of
tages." Much of this was validated on
Tuesday, especially in the upper
chamber.
National Review editor Raincsh
Ponniiru commented back in September
that a loss for the formerly re igning par-
tisans could Ik- - a net gain. "Freed from
the obligation of cobbling together thin
majorities for watered-clow- n legisla-
tion," Ponnuru wrote, "Republic ans
would be able to stand for something
attractive." That is preferable to the
mess of things with which Americans
have1 been surrounded. Upon seizing the
mantle again, the Democrats' "left-leani- ng
'net-roo- ts' may grow more enraged
still," as the newly ascendant party
"would
... have the illusion of nwer
without its reality."
These musings rcllcct on the longer-ter- m
picture, in which it can soon
"""" """""""""" be i burntenonplieiioueli
a small step or- - "Either way, the dominant party can plausibly that nothing is going
warn, or at least a i . rPi n t ,
step'backward fro,,, claim victory. 1 he President can veto whatev- -
the abyss. The ideo-- CT Jlc lies am ... call rCSOl't to sillillP- - State-logic- al
chasms must
.
ix- - bridged and we nieiits that absolvei i ihim of enforcing any law."
have to stop putting
the worst of our nature into our )litic s.
In some circles a pundit or two
observed that a Senate split right down
the middle, with the vice president
enabled to cast the tie-break- ing vote,
was a possibility. Currently at about .r2
X'rcelit, the House (as was cxeeted)
has a slight majority lor the opMsition
party. F.ither way, the dominant party
t an plausibly claim vic tory. The presi-
dent can veto whatever he likes and,
regardless can resort to signing state-
ments that absolve him of enforcing
any law, as he has done hundreds of
times Ix'foie.
It took the tremendous failure of
Republic an olicy, and not much else, to
proel the opxisition back into the
lower chamlxT. In his editorial- - last
week, John Williams, '(! was correc t to
x)int out their lack of vision or any-
thing that could have stood on its ow n.
Victory is also to Ik- - credited to the
entrenched system of patronage and
gerrymandering, which may have held
is wrong, but it looks like we have not
had a government lor some time now
and will not haveone tor the near future.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
reported Sunday fhat our "political
structure ... seems iniHTvious to big
partisan swings thanks to a "lO'.'iO
electorate, the adv antages ot incumben-
cy and the scarcity of competitive' con-
gressional distric ts."
In October, ec onopolitie al analyst
Paul Kingman wondered whether the
opxisitional "wave" however great
could actually "overtop the levee"
that the dominant party has built, given
that ."in dose elections many
DeincH ratic votes . . . simply add to huge
majorities in a small iiuiiiIht of dis-
tricts, while the more widely spread
Republic an vote allows the ( iOP to win
by narrower margins in a larger number
of districts." Roll Call opinionator
Morton Kondi.ic ke agreed, writing that
the vote was shaping up to be "tempered
by some Republic an s'i , , . ,1 . ...
to get done and the
corrosive polariza-
tion will be intensi-
fied.
The party that lost
its dominance (by
narrow margins) has been riven over
tactical disagreements on how to most
ctlcctivelv secure our rapidlv Hiding
liegeinon statiK However, the party
that just ascended to jxiwer more of
a splinter association than anything
else lacks an overarching vision or
strategy
This is indeed a problem if
Americans want their new representa-
tives to roll bac k the damage wrought
to our country, in all of the anti-constitutio- nal
and anti-republ- ic an forms
inllictcd. There are no guarantees, nor
do ,uiy quick fixes pretend to apjuar,
what has unfolded does hold some con-
fident measure of promise''. Vet tha
hoH' is not Up to the political system
that has wholly tailed the people lor
whom it purports to speak and. more
absurdly, to lead '
.7c.i' . i Viewpoints editor for the Voice.
( i an be reai liedfur comment at at ai loft-- !
;
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Dinner celebrating Diwali festival lights up Mackey Hall
Event brings Indian culture, religion and cuisine to Wooster
Molly Lehman
Features Editor
Last Saturday, Nov. 4, The College
of Wooster's Indian community got a
small taste of home. A dinner cele-
brating Diwali (the Indian festival of
lights) and featuring tradi-
tional Indian cuisine was held
in Mackey Hall in the
Westminster Church House
at 7 p.m.
The dinner was sponsored
by the SouthAsia Committee
and the Ambassadors pro-
gram at the International
Programs Office. "The goal
of the Committee is to help
students and the community
get an idea of South Asian
culture and give South Asians
the opportunity to teach
them," said Aneesha Kumar
'08. "We try to cover1 different
aspects of the culture, like
As with the Western New Year, it is
considered an auspicious day, one of
new beginnings and good fortune in
all endeavors. On Diwali, a religious
holiday, people pray to Lakshmi, the
goddess of wealth, and Ganesha, the
god of good fortune.
In this spirit of good luck, gambling
religions and provides a measure of
cultural, religious and even political
interaction.
But aside from its important cultur-
al significance, Diwali's food is also
just plain good. Saturday's dinner was
catered by Bombay Sitar, an Indian
restaurant in Canton, Ohio. The menu
out, dressed in traditional Indian
clothing.
"This dinner enabled us Hindus
to get together here at Wooster and
celebrate," said Gitika Mohta '10. "It
also was meant to make other people
get familiar with the delicacies of a
typical Indian meal."
rr
i
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In India, Diwali is a time for lights,
said Anoop Parik '09. "During the fes-
tival, there are candles everywhere,"
he said. "Everywhere there's room,
you'll find a light. It's beautiful-Ligh- ts
also come into play with
another aspect of the celebration of
Diwali in India: fireworks.
. .....
.,.
"Fireworks are incredi
n
dance, food and fashion. At left, Quests at the Diwali dinner Wait tO Serve themselves at thfi Indian hi iffet as thm cit i mHor HornratiAne thot
--
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bly popular on Diwali,"
said Parik. In her presen-
tation, Kumar described
the way dozens of stalls
selling fireworks will
appear immediately
before the festival.
To pay homage to this
effect of lights every-
where, on Saturday
Mackey Hall was strung
with lights on the walls
arid ceiling. Candles
burned on each table as
people ate.
Overall, the event was a
smashing success. The
event cost five dollars for
Food and fashion were both reflect Diwali as the Festival of Lights. On the Woosterright, students, celebrate in traditional Indian dress (Photos Wooster students and 10incorporated into Saturday's courtesy Sheldon Masters)
Ulllllll. A IIC CVCIIIll UUdll .
with a presentation on the signifi-
cance and celebration of Diwali,
given by the student ambassador for
India this year, Divya Kumar '08.
Considered a celebration of the New
Year, the festival holds special signifi-
cance. It commemorates the triumph of
the god Rama over the Sri Lankan
demon king Ravana, who had kidnapped
Rama's wife, Sita. The celebration has
since taken on a symbolic significance as
the triumph of good over evil.
and betting on Diwali are widely popu-
lar. People wear new clothes and make
plenty of traditional Indian dishes.
"There is also a lot of sharing of
food between families," said Divya
Kumar during her talk. She went on to
explain that Diwali is celebrated near
the Muslim holiday of Eid, marking
the end of the holy month of
Ramadan. The juxtaposition of the
holidays results in a sharing of food
between families of the two different
Jennifer Copeland helps a student read in the OhioReads
after-scho- ol program (Photo courtesy Jennifer Copeland).
Taylor Swope
Voice Staff
Life at Wooster can be absolutely hectic at times. Many students are experi-
encing this stressful end-of-semes- ter rush right now, as Thanksgiving break
nears and then professors begin to talk about the dreaded exam week before
winter break.
Imagine juggling a full schedule on campus, academics and other outside com-
mitments, as well as spending several hours a month with children in the
Wooster community who need reading assistance.
These students are receiving this assistance from OhioReads, the statewide ini-
tiative to improve the reading skills of young children. A group of four women
at W(X)ster are even living in a program house dedicated solely to this cause.
Jennifer Copeland '08 has been involved in the program for two years and is
coordinating the campus group this year for the first time. The other three women
in the house are Maria Gonzalez '07, Samantha May '08 and Sarah Stimson '08.
The College women work in conjunction with Lorraine Boreman, the
OhioReads coordinator at Lincoln Way Elementary School in Wooster.
Boreman acknowledges the powerful affect that these women and other col-
lege volunteers have on the students who need assistance.
"Our success really depends on the volunteers. I am grateful to have a part-
nership with the College of Wooster again this year. Each one of the college
students provides a unique experience for their assigned student."
Boreman also realizes that the students have developed a greater desire to
read because of this program..
"Many of my students look forward to giving up their recess or arriving to
school early or staying after school to read with their volunteer. The conversa-
tion, laughter and relationships they share are priceless to watch," she said.
Copland shares a similar sentiment when speaking of the children she and
her housemates help. She tells the-stor- y about a little boy in third grade that
Gonzalez is reading with every week. In his "student of the month" survey, he
wrote his one wish was to le a better reader. Copeland says that at the begin-
ning of the year, the child could not read an entire page and he is reading more
than four pages now.
The children at Lincoln Way are certainly impressed with their volunteers, as
well. They asked their parents to take them'to the volunteers' basketball games
last year on campus; they even came bearing signs to support their mentors.
"It is incredible to know that you are impacting someone's life in such a way
with just a few hours of service each work," said Copland.
These students who are taking the time to teach a child to read are certainly
not wasting time. They are investing in a life and are learning life-lo- ng lessons
alHMit the spirit of giving, thus in-Mn- g an olunition that simply cannot be
learned within the walls of a classroom.
consisted of yellow dal (lentils), gobi
pakoda (deep-frie- d cauliflower), chick-
en, chana-pala- k (chick peas and
spinach), rice, malai kofta (vegetarian
dumplings with gravy) and a type of
flat Indian bread called naan. There
were spicy tips made from tamarind
and crushed coriander, and for dessert,
gulabmujun, a type of sweet dumpling
made with cheese. The food was
served buffet-styl- e, with members of
the International Program helping
Cord Briggs
Voice Staff
Unbeknownst td many, "The Most
Dangerous Game" has broken loose-o- n
the Wooster campus.
Epic battles, sneak attacks and espi-
onage all figure into this new obses-
sion, which has caught hold in a small
but dedicated population of students.
No,it's not war at least not in
the traditional sense. But "The Most
Dangerous Game" could be described
as a high adrenaline mix of an ice-
breaker, a game of paintball and an
intense round of Dungeons and
Dragons.
This strange concoction took shape
and ultimately found expression in
Oren Ribeck '09. After learning -- of
an Assassins game played by the
swim team students each year, Ribeck
thought it would be fun to start a
game of his own.
The first thing he did was to create
a Facebook page from which all orga-
nizational information could be easi-
ly sgread. Then he invited his friends
to take part.
To date, two games have been
played. The first was an Assassins
game closely based on the swim
team's model, while the second was
of a very different sort, perhaps
reflecting an appropriately
Halloweenish attitude, centered
around Zombies.
It took quite some time for an
uninformed outsider such as myself
to pick up on the specifics of how
these games were played, but after a
lot of question here is a brief sum- -
This goal appeared to have been
met almost too successfully. "The food
turned out great," said Mohta, "as
people complained of having eaten
too much!"
While they ate, attendees of the
dinner could enjoy decorations that
reflected another aspect of Diwali.
"The hall looked gorgeous," said
Mohta, "and it was lit up very well,
representing Diwali since it is the
Festival of Lights."
OhioReads house shows "Zombies" take
local kids joy of reading
... .
tor those who do not
attend the College, and
advance tickets were required. "It sold
out in three days," said Kanishk Sinha
'07. "We sold ISO tickets and during
the dinner people went back for three
or four helpings."
The dinner held the most signifi-
cance for those who missed the
Diwali celebration at home. "This
was an opportunity to celebrate the
biggest festival from home with so
many people here," said Parik. "It felt
like home for a night."
over campus
mary for those who are just as clue-
less as I was:
Assassins is an individualistic
game. Each player is on his or her
own with a single objective: to make a
'hit' on the target. Outfitted with
more or less, high-power- ed Nerf
guns, the combatants are set loose
with the name of a fellow participant
who they are assigned to 'cap' with
their suction-cuppe- d bullets.
They, in turn, are pursued by
another player, with similar bloody
intentions upon their own scalps.
Upon being shot, the victim must
inform the. assailant whom he was
pursuing, and the assailant then takes
it upon 'himself to search out and
decimate this player, --till finally there
is only one Assassin left standing.
The game took place about a month
ago, and it seems that the 50 or so
players really enjoyed themselves.
However, everyone I talked to
stressed the high levels of intensity
that ran through the game and kept
them on their toes.
The Zombies game, which just
recently ended, took the intensity
and epic qualities of Assassins to
new heights.
Much more complicated than
Assassins, in the Zombie game there
were five teams (Polka-do- t, Tie-dy- e,
Pink, Sparkle Red and Code Blue),
each of which centered on a Zombie
King or Queen.
These fearless figureheads each
appointed a Lieutenant Zombie the
day before the game, whose goal it
was to infect the other Game partici-
pants and get things rolling.
jj "II need a neutral female to go into
,
i the bathroom and make sure there f ' 'are no zombies in the stalls!!" )
to- ("What did that girl just say??n
Illustration by Andy Maloney.
Everyone who was not a King, Queen
or Lieutenant, started out as a human.
The Zombies denoted their status
and team by wearing appropriately
colored arm bands and had to make a
zombie noise and touch a human to
zombify them and in turn bring them
into their own team's fold.
The humans were, able to fight
back with, once again, Nerf guns. If
hit, a zombie had to lower his or her
armband, thus signaling that he or
she was no longer viable, and waited
for the next reset period before he or
she could once again spring into
action.
Although a lot of fun, by last week-
end the game had, by all accounts,
gotten a little out of hand.
"People got too into it," said Tie-d- ye
Queen Abby Gordon '09. She
went on to comment that because of
the game she could not get her work
done and sometimes even feared to
leave her room.
.
Ribeck touched on this overzeal-ousne- ss
saying, "The dynamic breaks
down with teams" and that he "felt
bad about the intensity" and had to
"tell people to chill out."
As a result, the Zombies game sim-
ply gave up the ghost before it could
be finished, with rival team members
beginning to mix and almost every-
one throwing in the towel by Nov. 5.
By then, there were only eight
humans left to kill.
But despite the lackluster finish for
the Zombies game, both tit and
Assassins seemed to be very positive
experiences for everyone involved.
Ribeck commented that it was "a
.
M
great way to get
to know more
people and to
have something
to share," and
that despite the
intense competi-
tion, "everyone
treated each
other with
respect."
He also said
that another
game of Assass-
ins was in the
works for after
Thanksgiving
break.
So if you hap-
pen to glimpse a
shadowy figure
crouching
behind a bush
clutching a Nerf
gun, know that
you are not
crazy. It's just
"The Most
Dangerous
Game."
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Jabali Afrika
Nov. 18, 7 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
Jabali Afrika, a Kenyan group, combines fusion and African
rhythms while incorporating authentic costumes, dancing,
modern rock, jazz, gospel, blues and more.
The event is co-sponso- red by W.A C, OISA, ISA, BSA,
UJAMAA, Africana Studies and the Cultural Events
Committee. It is free and open to the public."
Jabali Afrika (Photo courtesy Caitlin Gillette
W.A.C.).
Recycled Art Contest
Nov. 15
Lowry Pit
Submissions to the art exhibit,
sponsored by GreenhouseECOS,
will be on display next week in
Lowry Center. ,
to
A
salsa.
M
Hips don't lie, and neither do the airwaves. Latinos now outnumber Caucasians in the United States, and the
Sarah Home
Voice Staff
Bethany Moore, 2 1 , dances with her
friends on the brightly decorated
dance floor at Belinda's Nightclub in
Cleveland, enthusiastically swinging
her hips to the meringue song avidly
being played by the live band.
"I love this music! I never used to
listen to Spanish music but once I
started to hear it on the radio all the
time I started listening to it and
now I can't stop," said Moore, her
long chestnut-brow- n skirt flowing as
she suddenly turned.
'. In fact, a majority of the people in
the room seem to know the basic Salsa
steps at the most popular salsa club in
Cleveland. Belinda's is one of the
many Latin-them- ed clubs that have
begun to appear throughout the
United States. With more than 40.3
million Hispanic residents currently
residing in the United States, the eth-
nic group has now surpassed
Caucasians.
Though famous Latinos such as
Celia Cruz and Ricky Martin achieved
fame years ago, Hispanic music has
recently become a greater part of the
culture. New genres of music such as
reggaeton have captured -- both young
and old audiences, with songs such as
Daddy Yankee's "Gasolina" reaching
the top of national charts.
In its seventh year, the Latin
Grammys took place in New York
City on Nov. 2 and were broadcast on
the Univision Network, not to men-
tion syndicated in Spanish through-
out the ceremony for the second time.
The Latin Recording Academy was
established in 1997, composed of
music industry professionals, musi-
cians, producers and other recording
professionals who are dedicated to
improving the quality of life and the
cultural condition for Latin music.
The. . diversity pf Hispanic.,, music, is
beginning to be appreqiated and rec-
ognized nationwide.
The influence has existed for more
than 100 years: As early as the 19th
century, Mexican-America- ns working
on the Southern Pacific Railroad
formed brass bands in the desert.
Battle of the Bands
Nov. 11
9 p.m. to midnight
The College Underground
The Circle K-spons- ored battle will
consist of six bands with four facu-
ltystaff judges to determine the win
ner. ' Admission is $1; any other dona-
tions will go to VH l's Save the Music.
Musica Nortena, produced as a result
of the influence of Mexican music in
Texas prior to the state's annexation
to the United States, features such
popular genres as the son, corridor
and huapango.
i Hispanic music continued ,to infi-
ltrate the culture when blues musician
WC. Hardy used habanera rhythm in
his "St. Louis Blues." The first orches-
tra of black ..musicians,' the
Syncopated Orchestra of James Reece
Europe played a samba and maxixe
Voice Friday,
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This influence continued into the
'60s and '70s, highlighting famous
artists such as Tito Puente and Willie
Colon. During this time, Latin musk-gre-w
increasingly political and
evolved into what is now lateled salsa,
heard throughout the United States.
Celia Cruz defined the term "salsa" as
a myth, a marketing term, stating "I
don't think it exists. But, whatever it
is, it is mostly based on Cuban
rhythms."
The term is now understood to
comprise a variety of Latin music.
Miguel Ferrero, 23, stands near the
bar with a Corona in his hand. He is at
Belinda's with three other friends
from his home country of Colombia.
When Ferrero came to the United
States 1 1 months ago, he never
dreamed that he would be standing in
Cleveland listening to the same music
He heard at bars in Bogota.
'It makes me feel at home," said
Ferrero, moving his head to the beat
of the blaring bachata song. "Music
is a source of comfort for me, and I
can come here no matter what, listen
to this music and leave feeling a lot
better."
This sentiment is echoed by
Antonio Mejias-Renta- s, entertain- -
Singing sensation Shakira and fellow Latin artist Daddy Yankee have crossed international
borders to drop hits in the United States such as "Whenever, Wherever" and "Gasolina"
(Graphic illustration by Julia V. Hendrickson).
piece from Brazil in 1914.
Following World War I, Cuban
music became popular, with crowds
dancing to the rumba and conga, the
.
mamba and, the pachanga. During the
late 1940s, blues music was once again
fused with Latin music by artists
including Miguelito Valdez and Perez
Prado. The 1950s marked the intro-
duction of Mario Bauza's'Afro-Cuba-n
Jazz Orchestra and the influence of
Brazil's bossa nova.
Culture and Talent Show
Nov. 11, 7:30 p.m.
Gault Recital Hall
Scheide Music Center
Check out music, dance, poetry, art
and clothing from around the world
as part of International Education
Week. For more information, call
ext. 2545.
Wooster magazine display
Nov. 10-1- 1
Ebert Art Center
.
Past covers of the College alumni
magazine will be on display for one
more day. A reception will Ik? held
this afternoon at 4:30 p.m. in Ebert.
Latin
Symphony Orchestra, Jazz Ensemble
to begin latest seasons ofperformance
Grace Lynch
Voice Staff
The Wooster Symphony
Orchestra begins its 91st season this
Saturday, Nov. 11 at 8:15 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel (340 E. University
St.) with "A Musical Offering."
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
Interim Director Kelly Corcoran will
conduct the Symphony Orchestra
while Jeffrey Lindberg, professor of
music, is taking a semester-lon- g sab-
batical.
Corcoran comes to Wooster from
Canton, Ohio, where she is the assis-
tant director of the Canton
Symphony and the director of the
Canton Youth Symphony. The
orchestra has taken to Corcoran's(
different style very well.
According to Erin Cook '07, "the
orchestra really likes Corcoran,
and she has a lot of passion for what
she does."
The first concert will include two
Johann Sebastian Bach pieces, tran-
scribed by composers Edward Elgar
and Anton Weber n, a clarinet sonata
and Pyotr llyich Tchaikovsky's
"Sleeping Beauty Suite."
"It is really interesting," Cook
said, "to see how each composer
interpreted the piece and made it
his own with his orchestration
and the use of melody" in relation to
both interpretations of the Bach
pieces.
The orchestra will be accompanied
4by well-kno- wn clarinetist Richard
Hawkins during the clarinet sonata.
Hawkins has been an associate pro-
fessor of clarinet at the Oberlin
Conservatory since 2001, has taught
at many other prestigious musical
music is mm
popularity of Latin music has also increased steadily in the past few years.
ment editor for the Los Angeles week-
ly magazine La Opinion. He stated
that he has noticed an increase in
interest for Hispanic music during the
past year. '
"People have always known about
famous Hispanic artists like Gloria
Estefan, but it is only recently that the
music is really being recognized and
made legitimate by the media outlets
in this country," Mejias-Rent- as said.
"A lot of that has to do with the
simple increase of Hispanics in the
population, but I also attribute it to
our beat no one can resist the
Latinos," he added with a laugh.
As a result of this surge of interest
in Latin music, various music net-
works' sucVas'MTV have begun' to:
target Hispanic audiericesMTV eh
Espanoland VHUno were created as
Spanish-langua- ge versions of the
channels, designed to appeal to
Hispanic audiences with material such
as music videos in Spanish.
"Several years ago our bosses real-
ized that we need to reaclfout to a
much larger audience, especially to
the Hispanic audience, as it seems
inevitable that Latinos are becoming a
huge part of American culture," said
Maria Cruz, advertising agent for
Interim conductors Eric
(Photos courtesy OPI).
institutions and has also played with
some of the top orchestras in the
country. The orchestra will end its
season with an edited, semi-stag- ed
production of Georges Bizet's
"Carmen." This rendition of
"Carmen" will feature Todd Ranney
(baritone), the artistic director of
Akron Lyric Opera Theatre, who will
have the role of Escamillo; Catherine
Robison (soprano) will play Micaela;
Steven Snow (tenor) will be Don
Jose; and Ann Marie Wilcox (mezzo
soprano) will have the lead role of
Carmen.
The Wooster Jazz Ensemble will
begin its 36th season on Saturday,
Dec. at 8:15 p.m. in the
Freedlander Theatre (329 E.
University St.). The ensemble will be
led this season by Interim Conductor
Eric Gould. The season will have
multiple guests, including trumpeter
and composer Derrick Gardner and
tenor saxophonist and composer Don
Braden, the former musical director
of ""The Bill Cosby Show," who will
I
MTV en Espanol.
Joining in on new marketing
efforts are Spanish-langua- ge radios
that can be heard in most cities.
WCAA Caliente (105.9 FM) is a new
salsa radio station in New York, with
efforts to combine old and new
music. With stations recently becom-
ing more diversified, Spanish-langua- ge
radios have also started
branching out into various genres.
Reggaeton is now featured on var-
ious stations throughout the United
States. In Los Angeles, Spanish
Broadcasting System's radio station,
KXOL, is now called Latino 96.3
FM. The station's tag line, "Radio,
reggaeton y hip-ho-p too," is a tribute
to its audience's demand for .the
urban music. In New York, Univision
Radio switched its pop station
WCAA to reggaeton. The station is
now called La Calle, "The Street."
"Everyone was calling in and ask-
ing for reggaeton," said WCAA DJ
Maestro. "Finally we decided that
instead of playing only reggaeton on
our pop station we could market to
this new audience and create a new
station."
Latin music can also be heard at
the many festivals that are being
held with increasing frequency.
Festivals such as El Patio de Maria,
held annually in Los Angeles, and
the Salsa Festival in Miami attract
crowds from all over, with everyone
from a five-year-- old boy to a 78-year-- old
woman seen dancing to
Spanish hits.
Taking the infusion even further is
the string of magazines and Web
sites dedicated to Latin music. Latin
Beat features music reviews and
news, and the Web sites Latin Music
Directory and Batanga contribute to
the increase of information and
insights into Latin music.
"Ten years from now, instead of
there being only 50 Latin magazines,
Catin magazines Wilt fee on all of the
major newsstand said Ernie
Gutierrez, spokesperson for Latin
Beat. "You will see magazines such as
Latin Beat on the shelf next to
Rolling Stone."
The enthusiastic crowd at
Belinda's is a sign that the influence
of Hispanic mtisic is not likely to die
down any time soon.
"Viva la Salsa!" said Moore excit-
edly as she stood up to dance. "I may
be white, but I can shake my hips like
Shakira!"
Gould and Kelly Corcoran
appear at the first concert.
The second concert will showcase
trumpeter and flilgelhornist Kirk
Garrison. The final concert, "A
Taste of Chicago Jazz," will have
vocalist and pianist Judy Roberts
and tenor saxophonist Greg
Fishman.
These concerts will be part of a
six-conc- ert subscription series,
which provides subscribers with the
option to purchase tickets for all
concerts or to choose either the
three jazz concerts or symphony
concerts. A complete package
includes two reserved tickets, is
$100 for a sponsor, $80-- $i for a
patron and $70-$7- 9 for subscribers.
The symphony-onl- y package is $70
for spon ,ors, $50-$6- 9 for1 patrons
and $10-- $ W for subscribers. The
jazz-onl- y option is $15 for the three-conce- rt
series. Individual tickets for
symphony and jazz concerts are $5
each. All symphony contributors are
recognized in the program.
For more information call (330)
263-241- 9.
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For convergence2006, over 160 works were entered by more than 60 artists residing within
a 60-mi- le radius of Wooster. From those entries, one work from 30 artists was selected for
the exhibition. The show opened last Tuesday and will be open in the Burton D. Morgan and
Sussel Galleries of Ebert Art Center until Dec. 15 (Photos by Karin Johnson).
McGregor exhibit shows
A '. . 1
The McGregor Collection exhibit will be open until Dec. 15 in
Special Collections (Photo by Katharine Tatum).
Caitlin Gillette
Voice Staff
Currently on display in Special
Collections of the Andrews Library is
an exhibit entitled "In Search of
America: Selections from the
McGregor Collection." Donated by
philanthropist Tracy W. McGregor,
the collection features over 317 titles
of books pertaining to American his-
tory, and will be shown from Oct. 1 8 to
Dec. 15.
McGregor, a native of Ohio, created
the McGregor Fund with his wife
" Katherine in 1925 in an attempt to use
the family's wealth for social services.
The McGregor Fund also included his
large collection of Americana, which
at one point included over 5,(XK) vol-
umes of books, maps, literature and
writings.
As McGregor grew older, he wished
to donate a collection of books to var-
ious colleges in order to give students
the opportunity to have access to rare
materials. llcprnosed the donation of
self-select-ed books pertaining to
American history at $5K) per academ-
ic institution. The chosen colleges and
universities then matched the amount
' of money, which led each institution
5o receive about $1,000 in early
American primary sources.
"In Search of America" consists of
two sets of primary sources encased
in glass that range from the settlement
of the United States through Western
expansion. The first case has sources
about Ohio, from an Is 25 British trav-
el diary entitled "A Concise View of
the State of Ohio" to "A History of the
State of Ohio" from 183H. The second
case includes materials from the west-
ern part of the lnitcd States, incliul- -
- ing 'Letters and Sketches: With a
Narrative of a Year's Residence
museum presents convergence2006 exhibit
1 ;
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Among the Indian Tribes of the
Rocky Mountains," "Reminiscences of
a Ranger" and "A History of the
Donner Party:. A Tragedy of the
Sierras."
These featured primary sources are
just a few that Wooster owns perma-
nently as part of the McGregor collec-
tion, and can be used for research upon
request.
Special Collections, which was start-
ed around the mid-199- 0s at Wooster, is
an ever-growi- ng collection of rare
documents, maps and books that stu-
dents can use for research. Complete
with a reading room, students can
request any historical materials in the
Special Collections catalogue, as long
as they are careful and do not leave the
library with the materials.
Denise Monbarren, curator of
Special Collections, believes that the
opportunity for undergraduate stu-
dents to examine historical materials
is rare and that Special Collections is a
"wealth of information for primary
resource materials." The collection is
even more helpful to student doing
Independent Study.
Special Collections usually has two
exhibits per semester that aim to make
the community aware of'rare
resources available for research,"
according to Monbarren.
Special Collections can be found on
the lower level of Andrews Library,
and a complete list of 'materials av ail-
able from the McGregor collection is
available through Consort on the
library hoinepagct'Classes or small
groups of students are encouraged to
make an appointment before using
Special Collections.
The exhibit is open for viewing from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday. For more information contact
Denise Monbarren at ext. 2527
Anne Waldman, poet and follower of the Beat lit
movement, to perform on campus next Thursday
I Justine McCullough
Arts Editor
Internationally known poet, per-
former, professor and editor Anne
Waldman will give a performance at
the The College of Wooster next
Thursday, Nov. 16, beginning at 7:30
p.m. The event, which is free and
open to the public,,
,
will be held in
Room 009 of Severance Hall.
Often noted as a member of the
Beat literature group, Waldman was
a friend and colkmgue of notable
Beat writers such as William S.
Burroughs, Gregory Corso and Allen
Ginsberg.
Today, Waldman is considered an
authority in American and global
avant garde poetry. A graduate of
Bennington College, Waldman is a
Distinguished Professor of Poetics at
The Jack Kerouac School of
Disembodied Poetics at the Naropa
University in Boulder, Colo., which
she co-foun- ded with Ginsberg in 1974.
Professor of English Nancy Grace
is currently teaching the course
Literature of the Beat Generation, the
syllabus of which includes some of
Waldinan's works.
Grace explained that most of
Waldinan's work is of a political
nature, and her performance style is
anything but dull.
"She is not a poet vho sits quietly
and reads in a monotone," Grace-said- .
"She's very animated."
Waldman is the author of over 30
books, including "Vow to Poetry:
Essays, Interviews & Manifestos"
(Coll'ee House Press) and "Marriage:
A Sentence" (Penguin Poets). She is
also the editor of "The Beat Book"
A day in the life
Anne Waldman will perform on campus next Thursday at 7:30
p.m. (Photo courtesy Nancy Grace).
(Shambhala Publications).
Waldman most recently released
"Alchemical Elegy: Selected Songs
and Writings," a poetry CD that
includes songs co-rirodu- ced with
Steven Taylor. She also performed in
a tribute to classic rock legend Bob
of a penny-pinche- d college student
s --pai'ci Wi M"nruvi
SaMv' was., a-R-a- U( a poor
Cartoon by Cassi Sattazahn.
Wooster's second regional juried art exhibition will showcase 30 area
artists with entries ranging from photography to painting, drawing to ceramics.
Katie Bourque
Voice Staff
The College of Wooster Art
Museum will hold its second regional
juried art exhibition this Nov ember and
December, 'recognizing outstanding
works by artists in the area. Entitled
convergerice2006, the exhibition
opened last Tuesday and is juried by
Dana Self, a renowned former curator
of over 85 exhibitions. ,
Self critiqued more than 60 artists
within a 60-mi- le radius of Wooster
and 160 of their works for this exhibi-
tion. Out of all the entries, 30 were
chosen to be showcased at the exhibi-
tion. The pieces represent a wide vari-
ety of art forms including textiles,
sculpture, photography, painting,
drawing and ceramics.
"I found what I was looking for," Self
said. "Artists with clear visual and con-
ceptual points of view, compelling
abstract and linear narratives, and the
resources with which to express them-
selves."
Director of Museums Kitty Zurko,
the director of the show, explained that
a juried show' has a few facets. Not only
do the artists get recognition, but they
also have their works shown in front of
a juror and, in this case, a distinguished
curator outside of the region.
"We usually bring in well-renown- ed
professional artists from cities like New
York," Zurko said, explaining that the
exhibition is an excellent way to open
the gallery to regional artists.
In her juror's statement, Self
expressed an admiration for the artists
in Ohio: "I hope that the exhibition
reveals the wide range of artistic prac-
tice that keeps Ohio in the forefront of
arts production in this country. It was
my honor to be part of this exhibition."
Of the 30 pieces chosen, awards were
given to four participants. Marcella
Hackbardt received the Wooster
Award, and three Juror's Awards were
presented to Michelle Droll, Nancy
McEntee and Susan E. Squires.
The exhibition was funded in part by
the Ohio Arts Council and will run
until Dec. 15 (with the exception of
Nov. 21 to 26).
The show is on display in the Sussel
and Burton D. Morgan Galleries of
Ebert. The museum is open Tuesday to
Friday from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and
Saturday and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
An opening reception for the event
will be held this Friday, Nov. 10, from 7
to 9 p.m. Refreshments will be provid-
ed. Marcella Hackbardt will give an
artist lecture on Tuesday, Nov. 28 at 7
p.m. in Ebert 223.
Convergence2006 is free and open to
the public.
Zurko expressed enthusiasm for this
particularly strong collection of work.
"I think this is an exceptionally strong
show, and I am delighted with it,"
Zurko said. For more information , visit
www.artmuseum.wooster.edu or call
(330) 263-249- 5.
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Dylan's 60th birthday at Town Hall
in New York City after traveling
with Dylan's Rolling Thunder Revue
in the 1970s.
"It should be a fascinating combi-
nation of art, politics and spirituali-
ty," Grace added.
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section editors:
Chris Sweeney
Nicholas Holt
Seniors sent
Nicholas Holt
Sports Editor
Three fourth-quart- er touchdowns
runs by Dustin Sheppard "09 helped
the Scots (7-- 2, 4-- 2) overcome a 14-po- int
fourth-quart- er deficit against
Earlham (3-- 5, 1-- 5). The game-winni- ng
touchdown came on a one-ya- rd
run with just :27 remaining, bringing
the final score to 38-3- 1. The touch-
down was just one of the highlights
for Sheppard, who had an amazing
day, rushing for 199 yards and four
touchdowns on 30 carries.
Sheppard did not want his day to
overshadow the Wooster's senior day
festivities. "The focus wasn't on me
or what I was doing; it was on the
seniors going out with a bang and
finishing their last game at the Papp
with a win," said Sheppard.
The Scots suffered a piece of bad
luck on Earlham's first" drive. They
attempted a 43-ya- rd field goal but
the kicker slipped and kicked, the ball
into a lineman's backside. Earlham
picked up the ball and advanced it for
a first down, giving their drive new
life. Five plays later, Earlham found
the end zone on a six-ya- rd pass, giv-
ing them a 7-- 0 lead.
The Scots fired right back as Bryan
Albani '10 returned the kickoff for 40
yards. Two plays later, Bobby Reiff
'07 found Luke McCann '09 for a 39-ya- rd
touchdown. The kick was good,
tying the score at 7-- 7. ReifT had a
Even cancer couldn't stop Babbit I
Eric Babbit '10 stands strong after battling and beating two
types of cancer during his short life (Photo by Mac Buehler).
Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
Eric Babbit '10 began his swimming
career as a Scot a month ago at the
NCAC relays. Since then, Babbit has
put up solid times in his first-ye- ar
campaign giving the Wooster swim-
ming program much optimism for
years to come. ,
Babbit has not had many reasons to
be optimistic about his swimming
career.
When he was two, he was diagnosed
Cross Country. Tomorrow, Katie
Wieferich '07 looks to return to the
cross country Div. Ill National
Championships by finishing high in
the Great Lnkcs Region.nl..
Last year, Wieferich reached the
cross country Div. Ill Championships
only to sutler an ankle injury less than
a week before the race. Wieferich
competed, but the injury took a toll as
she finished 54th.
Wieferich definitely has the capa-
bility to win a national title. Last
month at the All-Oh- io
Championships, she outran 2G.'l other
racers from NCAA Div. I, II, III and
V
out on a high note, 38
i
r
Ben Schrock '08 comes up just short of the goal line after 20-ya- rd
reception against Earlham (Photo by Karin Johnson).
decent day, completing 1 1 of 20 pass-
es for 2 12 yards with one interception
and . two fumbles. Meanwhile,
McCann led all Scot receivers with
three receptions and 77 yards. ,
Earlham reclaimed the lead with
an 18-ya- rd field goal with 10 seconds
left in the first. The Scots answered
on their next drive as consecutive 30-plus-y- ard
passes to Aaron Gertz '07
and Sheppard sparked a seven-pla- y
91-ya- rd drive. The drive was capped
J:
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with liver cancer and went through
chemotherapy. He then had surgery
where he had half of his liver removed.
Unfortunately, that was not the end
of cancer in Babbit's life. I le was diag-
nosed with colon cancer in 8th grade.
"My dad showed up an hour after
school started and his eyes were red
and puffy," said Babbit. "He told me
what happened, that I was diagnosed
with it, and at first I blew it off. I just
asked him if I would still be able to go
on the Washington, D C trip. We came
home, got my stuff and went to the
NAIA schools. Until recently, she had
a win streak where she placed first in
every race for the last year.
Two weeks ago Wieferich defended
her individual NCAC title, becoming
the first woman to accomplish this
and the fourth runner in conference
history to rcpat.
Should Wieferich advance to the
Div. Ill Championships tomorrow,
she has a chance to join select compa-
ny. Only three other Scots won indi
vidual national titles all of them in
swimming.
Brief urittcn by Chris Sweeney
SportsVoice .
by a one-ya- rd touchdown run by
Sheppard. The extra-poi- nt put the
Scots up 14-1- 0.
The Scots were unable to hold the
lead as Earlham quarterback Justin
Rummell threw two more touchdown ,
passes td give the Quakers a 24-1- 4
advantage. The Scots attempted to
answer but a 39-ya- rd field goal by
Andy Milligan '08 was blocked as
time expired in the half.
The Scots came roaring out of
hospital. But it took me a good 10 to 15
minutes before I knew just what was
going on."
Babbit went through surgery again
in March of 2002, - a year . of
chemotherapy and four additional oper-
ations after the initial one.
,
'
"The doctor first said I'd be in the
hospital for about a week and that I'd
be out of the water for about two
months," said Babbit. "I had no idea
what I was in for. I thought I would
just go to the gym after I got out of
the hospital and it won't be anything
at all."
.
"I remember waking up after surgery
and I was the exact opposite of what I
had anticipated," said Babbit. "I was in
the hospital for an extra week. It was
the most painful experience of my life.
I couldn't sleep and physically I was in
pain all the time."
Babbit's battle with cancer helped
shape him as a person. He learned to
appreciate the simple things in life and
never to take things for granted. He
understands that people haven't gone
through what he did, but he tries to
share with them the tough times he's
experienced.
"I've really matured from the experi-
ence," said Babbit. "I've pulled as much
good as I have bad out of it. Before I
was caught up with school and swim-
ming, just going through the grind and
not really appreciating that I'm able to
do the things that I'm able to do."
"In the hospital I had it bad, but after
I went through chemotherapy and the
initial recovery I saw people who were
in there for days and weeks at a time
who have it way worse than I had it,"
said Babbit. "It made me change my
outlook on life."
It took Babbit years to get back to
the form he was before the cancer
struck, being at the peak of his career.
"It was frustrating," said Babbit. "I
was doing really well before cancer
and the people that I raced before had
continued to progress while I hit this
snag."
Babbit ultimately came to Wooster
because he didn't like the pressure and
intensity that came with going to a Div.
I school. But when it all came down to
it, Independent Study was the tiebreak--
i i
er between ins top cnoices.
"I liked the IS program, that's w hy I
uicked this school," said Babbit. "The
team is very close to one another, we
sx-n- d a lot of time together and bond
a lot. That's different here than in other
schools that I looked at."
While Kenyon still dominates the
conference, winning 21 of 22 titles,
Babbit has hoes that in the future
Wooster w ill change that.
"I think this year Denison has the
lcst shot," said Babbit. "But we have a
lot of talented first years and I think
that if we keep up this recruiting we
will have a shot at it by my senior year."
Babbit and the Scots continue their
season tomorrow, hosting John Carroll
for their fourth dual-me- et of the season
at 1 p in. in Timkcn Natatorium.
-31 win over Earlham
halftime, driving down to the
Earlham three, but were held score-
less when the Quakers recovered a us
fumble by ReifT. to
The Scot defense forced a quick
three and out and a 19-ya-rd punt
return by Keith Adams '08 gave the
Scots the ball in the red zone. The
Scots again drove down to the three
before the drive stalled and they set-
tled with a 20-ya- rd field goal by
Milligan, cutting the Quaker lead
down to seven.
Earlham regained some breathing
room as Rummell threw his fourth
touchdown pass of the day to stretch
the lead to 31-1- 7 with 45 seconds
remaining in the third. The drive had
appeared to be over as Jeff Geffert
'08 broke up a pass in the end zone on
fourth down, but the field judge
flagged him for his second pass inter-
ference penalty of the day, drawing
many boos (and a few threats) from
the home crowd.
Despite the penalties, it was a good
day for Geffert who led the Scots
with three passes deflected while
recording five tackles and register-
ing his first career sack.
The fourth quarter belonged to the
Scots as Sheppard recorded touch-
downs on a pair of nearly identical
runs around the left side. The scores
set up his final touchdown with :47
seconds left. Sheppard ran for 68
yards in the fourth behind fullback
Rob Kelm '07 who saw his most
Football for
I regret to inform all of you that I
will be diverting from my usual format
to address a more pressing issue. In
attending Wooster football games this ,
season it has amazed me how little ded--
icated-fa- ns under-- '
stand about the
game of football.
Many would attrib
ute this to the gen- -'
der of my usual
game day compan-
ionsnickholt but I also con--
sistently hear mis
takes from guys who have played foot-
ball for years as well as TV announcers.
While these mistakes and questions
often infuriate me, I understand the
confusion and know that these fans
don't understand what they do. It is for
their further enjoyment of the game
that I will go over the most common
questions and errors that 1 have noticed
during the football season.
The most misunderstood penalty in
all of sports has to be pass interference.
It is an extremely complicated ruling
and, as evidenced by the two terrible
calls against Jeff Geffert '08 this week,
even trained officials get it wrong. The
basis for pass interference is simply that
the defender is not supposed to make
contact with'a downfield receiver that
prevents said receiver from catching
the ball. However, the NCAA's 231-pa- ge
rulebook explains several excep-
tions to this rule. The first exception is
exactly the situation which occurred on
the first penalty called on Geffert.
"XIII. Before the pass is thrown,
wide receiver A88 and defender Bj are
running shoulder to shoulder and side
by side 15 yards beyond the neutral
zone. A88 is nearest to the sideline, and
Bl is nearest to the hash mark. A88
breaks to the inside. Bl does not move,
and A88 collides with him. RULING:
No foul."
The other major exception is, "When
two or more eligible players are making
a simultaneous and bona fide attempt to
reach, catch or bat the pass. Eligible
players of either team have equal
rights to the ball (A.R. 7-3-8-- XII)."
The perfect example of such a play
would be another call against Geffert in
the end zone.
One other exception of note is that
after a ball is tipped, everything is fair
game. While this situation did not
November
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extensive action of the season. -
"Rob did a great job all day and set
up with great blocks, allowing me
break some nice runs," said
Sheppard.
Earlham managed to get to the
Wooster 47-ya- rd line, but Chris
Craig '07 intercepted a Hail Mary
pass as time expired.
It was a good finish for the Scots
defense that had troubles solving
Rummell, who completed 32 of 5
passes for 375 yards.
Brandon French '07 was terrific
for the defense in his" final home,
game, finishing with 10 tackles, 2.5
sacks and a forced fumble. Bobby
Block '07 continued his excellent
play, recording nine tackles, includ-
ing three for a loss. '
"Bobby was terrific. He made sev-
eral big plays at the end of the game
to shut down their offense," said
Sheppard.
The Scots wrap up their season on
the road against the Kenyon Lords
(4--5, 3-- 3) on Nov., 11. The Scots will
be looking for revenge after Kenyon
ruined Wooster's homecoming last
season, defeating the Scots 24-2- 1.
The game will likely be won or lost
in the trenches, as Kenyon goes into
the contest giving up an average of
285 yards rushing per game while '
running for an impressive 281 yards
per game themselves. A win would
guarantee the Scots a share of third
place in the NCAC.
Dummies
occur this week, every time it does
happen I invariably hear several '.
angry cries.
If officials ; make blunders, it
,
is
inevitable that players and fans do as
well. Many of these are more strategic. '
On the final play of the Earlham game ,
many fans rejoiced as a Wooster" player
"intercepted the ball" on the final play. "
The play, however, was the wrong one
to make, time had already run out on
the clock in which case the defender
should always bat it down. The defend-
er should not risk a bobble that keeps
the ball alive, or, the possibility of fum-
bling on the return. While the inter-
ception was a good play, it was not the
right one for the situation.
Then there are the fans. One partic-
ular acquaintance of mine is perplexed
every game as to why they run the ball
up the middle with most of the defend-
ers there. The answer is just as logical
as the question. If they didn't run the
ball up the middle, everyone would just
stand on-th- e outside. You need to keep
the defense honest. Also while there
may be more big gains on the outside,
there are also big losses. An outside
attack is also useless if the defense is
fast. The shortest distance between two
pints is a straight line so while run-
ning the ball up the gut may not be a
flashy three or four yards at a time, they
add up over the course of the game.
Finally, there is the terminology
error that has taken over the commen-
tary world and even appeared in the ,
Voice this yean the double reverse. If
the quarterback hands the ball to the
widejeceiver it is an end, around. .If, it
is handed to the running back who
hands it to a receiver it is a reverse. If
after that receiver gets it another play-
er heading in the opposite direction
takes the ball from him it is a double
reverse.
Football is a complex and wonderful
game that is worthy of understanding.
I hope that my article will help you
enjoy watching football with your fam-
ily on Thanksgiving just that little bit
more. Or, at the very least, you will
share my pain next time you hear John
Madden refer to a reverse as a double
reverse for the 8,000th time.
Nkk mYeUs ttU he's hoarse' HoU
Nu k is a sports editorfor the Voice. Readi
him at Nl Iolt08wooster.edu.
8006-200- 7 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and itafT who are available to confidentially assist survivors of,
or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For assistance please contact:
Nancy Anderson, Longbrake Ext. 8319 .
Mary Bader, Kauke 005 Ext 8357
Shirley Huston-Findle- y, Wlshart 1 1 8 Ext. 8543
Dianna Rhyan, The Lilly House Ext. 8301
Carroll Meyer, Westminster Church Ext 8808
Students may also call the College counselorsmedical stafT at Ext 8 J IB or a
Campus Minister at Ext. 8608.
To report in assault, contact the Wooster City Police at Bl I (emergencies) or SSO--
864-333- 3, or Campus Security at Ext. 8590.
For Information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupollcle
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Scots finish off season with semi-fin- al loss I uiai' m I
Jessica Sender
Voice Staff
.
.
,
The Wooster women's soccer team
closed a successful
.
season with a
heartbreaking 2-- 0 loss to cross-conferen- ce
rival Wittenberg University.
The Scots ended the season with a
12-6-
-1 overall record and an impres-
sive 5-2- -1 record in the North Coast
Athletic Conference.
Wittenberg managed to score once
each half and left the Scots scoreless
in their final game. The Tigers first
scored 20 minutes into the game, but
Wooster was hopeful heading into
the second half, trailing l-- O.
Unfortunately, the Scots couldn't
gain footing against Wittenberg, and
the Tigers scored again with only six
minutes remaining in the game.
Goalie Staci Alario '09 had one save
on the day, facing a tough offensive
attack from the Tigers. Wittenberg's
goalie had two saves for the Tigers.
Wittenberg stayed on top through-
out the entire game, taking a 7-- 4
margin against Wooster for shots
taken, but. Wooster managed to hold
the edge in corner kicks, edging
Wittenberg by a 2-- 1 margin.
Although the season ended sadly,
Wooster had one of the most suc-
cessful in years. They tied for third in
the NCAC and, on the way, defeated
nationally ranked-tea- ms such as
Denison arid beat Ohio Wesleyan for
the first time in a decade.
.
This season was also highlighted
by personal records and team stand-
outs. The trio of Erin Lustic '07,
Sarah Schostarez '07 and Winnie
Adrien '10 led the Scots offensively,
Andrew Vogel
Voce Staff
Wooster's field hockey team (15-- 6,
12-- 0) enjoyed one heck of a season,
winning all 12 of its regular season
games as well as the semifinal game of
the North Coast Athletic Conference
tournament. However, the team fell a
little short in its bid for the NCAA
Div. Ill tournament, falling to Kenyon
(17-- 5, 8-- 4) 2-- 1 on Nov. 4 in the NCAC
Tournament championship game.
Wooster wasted no time in getting
on the board, scoring first on an
Anlyn Addis "07 goal less than seven
minutes into the game. There was no
more scoring in the rest of the half
until Kenyon took advantage of a
penalty corner opportunity with less
than a minute left, and both teams
went into halftime in a 1- -1 deadlock.
Kenyon then came back firing in the
second half with more than a couple
scoring opportunities. However,
Wooster's defense, led by Miranda
Leickly "07, Anna Hurley '09 and
goalie Anne Leigh '07, played steady
as it had all year, holding its own
against a dynamic Kenyon offense.
Both teams played very tight
defense, with neither team scoring
within the first 20 minutes of the sec-
ond half. Wooster nearly scored with a
little over 12 minutes remaining in the
with the majority of the Scots goals
scored were either by them, or they
assisted each other.
Adrien led the team in goals with
15 as well as eight assists. Lustic fol-
lowed her with 10 goals and eight
assists, with Schostarez contributed
with four goals and four assists on
the year. Other key scorers were Sara
Dresser '09, Tish Clark '09, Chelsea
Happ '08, Kerry Melenovsky '07 and
Chantal Koechli '10.
Another key component for the
Scots was assists. Helping out,
Koechli had six, Kelly Goss '07 with
three and Angela Evans '07 recorded
three as well.
Alario led the Scots in goal posting
an 1 1-- 5-1 record in her 17 starts. She
also posted three shutouts.
The Scots ended their season with
hope for next season, as a talented
core of first jear players grows into
their positions.
"We had a really successful season
this year, and we're already looking
forward to next year and the success
we can have again," commented Tish
Clark '09.
Standouts such as Winnie Adrien
'10, Simone Disalvo '10 and Nora
,
Simon '10 look to make even more of
an impact next year.
"The seniors and their leadership
will be missed, but we knortv we can
make a statement next year as well,
and advance even further in the
NCAC tournament than we did this
.
year," said Sara Flanelly '09.
Everyone will be waiting for the
Scots to come roaring back next year,
. improve their record and take back
the NCAC that they so deserved.
game, as Amanda Artman '10 broke
free on a one-on-o- ne breakaway, but
Kenyon goalie Kayla Greenberg made
a diving stop to keep the game tied at
one.
Less than two minutes later,
Kenyon again made the most of its
scoring opportunities, as they again
scored on a penalty corner. Sash
Grumman scored her second goal of
the game and what would turn out to
be the game winning goal as well with
10:46 remaining.
Wooster was unable to mount any
significant scoring opportunities
after Kenyon's second goal.
Statistically, Kenyon out-sh- ot
Wooster 16-1- 4 and slightly edged
Wooster in penalty corners by a
seven to six margin. Leigh recorded
seven saves, with Kenyon's goalie
Greenberg recorded five.
The loss brought an end to
Wooster's very fine season as they
made history by running the table.
The Scots failed to receive an at-lar- ge
bid to the Div. Ill national tourna-
ment, bringing their dream season to
an end.
The team came into the tournament
as heavy favorite after sweeping the
regular season, and it could be argued
that the other teams in the tourna-
ment were gunning for the number
one team. In hindsight, coming into
3
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this tournament, the team had a lot to
lose. After not losing a single confer-
ence game this year, expectations
coming into this conference game
were sky high. The team was expect-
ed to do nothing less than win the
championship. Unfortunately, the
team's only conference loss of the
year came at a very inopportune time,
costing the team a bid.
However, the loss doesn't take away
from the team's numerous accom
plishments this season. The team
went undefeated in regular season
conference play for the first time ever,
and the regular season conference
championship was just the second in
team history. One loss shouldn't over-
shadow an enormously successful sea-
son. Many of the seniors said this was
a great season to go out on,
"This team has hit so many mile-
stones this year," said Addis. "Every
one is a gift."
No matter what the results of the
NCAC tournament, this season has
been memorable for all the players,
but especially for the seniors.
"I really feel like I'm a part of some-
thing special. Being on this team at all
is a blessing, but it's even more emo-
tionally charged being on this team as
a senior," said Leigh. "I couldn't ask
for more of a culmination of the last
three years."
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Sara Dresser '08 takes the ball downfield. The Scots would
ultimately lose to Wittenberg 2-- 0 (Photo courtesy OPI).
Kenyon puts end to perfect season
-
-
'-
-
-
Brittany Montgomery '10, Amanda Artman '10 and Miranda Leickly '07 compete in the NCAC
tournament final against Kenyon. The Kenyon Ladies prevailed 2-- 1 (Photo by Karin Johnson).
Carson Carey
Voice Staff
The Fighting Scots men's and
women's swimming teams delivered
dominating performances against non-confere- nce
opponent Millikin
University last Saturday. The meet,
held in Decatur, 111., saw a Fighting
Scot take first place in nine of 1 1 men's
events, and 10 of 11 women's events.
The women prevailed by a point
total of 446-4- 9. In the 400 yard
Medley Relay, the underclassmen team
of Syd Kelly '10, Kate Kosenik '10,
Molly Bittner '09 and Alice Case '10
were the first place finishers, with a
time of 4:16.63.
The 800 Freestyle Relay was also
dominated by Wooster, with Case,
Bittner, Kelly and Amanda Bailey '08
winning with a time of 8:29.09. Their
winning time was 16 seconds faster
than their closest competitors, ',
Kosenick was a double winner for the
Scots in the individual races, taking
both the 50m Freestyle and the 100
Backstroke. Bailey nearly missed being
another double winner. The junior
dominated the 1,000 Freestyle with a
time of 11:34.54 and finished a close
second in the 100 Freestyle with a time
of 58.13, second only to teammate
Lindsey Dorko '09 who posted a 57.93.
Other individual winners or the
Scots were Bittner (200 Individual
Kenyon (3-3- ) (4-5- )
7. ) Ohio Wesleyan (3-- 4) (3-7- )
8. ) Denison (2-- 4) (2-7- )
9. ) Earlham (1-- 5) (3-6- )
10.) Hiram (0-6- ) (0-9- )
'Football Standings as of Nov. 5
Standings Key
Team Name (NCAC record) (overall
record)
x --Clinched Share of NCAC title
'Wittenberg clinches a playoff birth with i win
Standings are according to Northcoast.org, the
NCAC Web site.
Chris Sweeney, Nick Holt and Andrew
Vogel pick the biggest college and pro
games of the week. Feel free to. contact
them at voicesportsmooster.edu.
C Chris, N Nick, A Andrew
All Everyone
, Standings
Andrew 121-6- 8 (.640)
Chris 121-6- 8 (.640)
Nick 119-7- 0 (.630)
Last Week
Andrew 12--8
Chris 12--8
Nick 12-- 8
College Gaines
(All) 3 Louisville at 15 Rutgers
Georgia at 5 Auburn (All) ; .'
(C) 24 Oregon at 7 USC (A, N)
Cincinnati at 10 West Virginia (All)
(A, N) 13 Tenn. at 11 Arkansas (C)
(C, N) 16 Wisconsin at Iowa (A)
(C, N) 18 Wake, at Florida State (A)
Miami (Fl.) at 23 Maryland (All)
(N) Neb. at 24 Texas A&M (C, A)
(C, A) Oregon State at UCLA (N)
NFL Games
(All) Baltimore at Tennessee
Buffalo at Indianapolis (All)
Cleveland at Atlanta (All)
(N) Green Bay at Minnesota (C, A)
Houston at Jacksonville (All)
(C, N) Kansas City at Miami (A)
N.Y. Jets at New England (All) ' :
(C) San Diego at Cincinnati (A, N)
San Francisco at Detroit (All) '
Washington at Philadelphia (All) .
(All) Denver at Oakland
(All) Dallas at Arizona
(C, N) New Orleans at Pittsburgh (A)
St. Louis at Seattle (All)
(C, A) Chicago at N.Y. Giants (N)
Tampa Bay at Carolina (All)
Swim teams destroy
Millikin in dual-me-et
Medley, 2:21.64), Case (100 Butterfuly,
1:03.40), and Kristine Mann '10 (500
Freestyle, 5:36.68).' Millikin College
was able to secure a first place victory
only in the 100 Breaststroke.
The men's team won their meet by a
cry similar score, 140-6- 5. The 400
yard Medley Relay was won by the
team of Logan Laberge '10, Brandon
Dugar '07, and Ryan Radtke '10, with a
time of 3:53.14. The 800 Freestyle.
Relay was won by the team of Eric
Babbitt '10, Laberge, Ted Polley '08
and Andrew Olsen '09, posting a
7:57.63, the only team to finish under
eight minutes.
Dugar was a double winner in the
individual events. The senior took
away first place, finishing in both the
200 Freestyle and the 100 Freestyle,
with times of 1:58.70 and 52.15.
Other individual winners for the
Fighting , Scots were Joseph
Witkowski '08 (1,000 Freestle,
11:01.63), Laberge (200 Individual
Medley, 2:08. 64), Eric Babbitt '10
(100 Butterfly, 57.58), Johann Weber
'08 (100 Backstroke, 1:03.66) and
Andrew Olsen '09 (5:2 1. 65).
The swimming teams continue their
season tomorrow against John Carroll
University, a home match at 1 p.m.
The men stand undefeated in dual-me- et(
action, with a 3-- 0 record, while
the women now sport a dual-me- et
record of 2-- 1.
Fall NCAC Standings
Football
x-l- .) Wabash (6-1- ) (7-2- )
2. ) Wittenberg (5-- 1) (6-- 3)
3. ) Wooster (4-2- ) (7-2- )
Oberlin(4-2)(5-4-)
5.) Allegheny (3-- 3) (5-4- )
Semifinals
Volleyball Tournament Recur
1 Wittenberg over 4 Ohio Weslevan. 3-- 0
(30-17,30-14,30-- 22)
ml Hiram over 3 Denison, 3-- 2
(32-3- 9, 26-3-0, 30-2- 7, 28-3- 0, 15-1- 1)
Championship
2 Hiram over 1 Wittenberg, 3-- 2
(30-3- 2, 30-2-3, 15-3- 0, 32-3- 0, 15-1- 3)
Hiram ends Wittenberg's 10-ye- ar title run
Men's Soccer Tournament Recap
Semifinals
4 Allegheny 0, 1 Ohio Wesleyan 0 (20T)
'Allegheny wins 4--3 on penalty kicks
W2 Denison 2, 3 Oberlin 0
Championship
2 Denison 3, 4 Allegeny 2 (20T)
NCAC Tournament Results
Field Hockey
Semifinals
1 Wooster 2, 4 Denison 0
3 Kenyon 5, 2 Wittenberg 1
Championship
3 Kenyon 2, 1 Wooster 1
Kenyon wins their first-ev- er NCAC tournament title,
earning a bid to the Div. Ill playoffs
Women's Soccer
Semifinals
4 Denison 6, 1 Kenyon 0
2 Wittenberg 2, 3 Wooster 0
Championship
2 Wittenberg 1 , 4 Denison 0
Wittenberg wins their first-ev- er NCAC tournament title,
earning a bid to the Div. Ill playoffs
